To convert between concentrations in total tissue and in interstitial fluid, the following equations are used:
Interstitial Matrix-These 34 equations describe changes in HSPG site (M) density over time in the ECM, endothelial basement membrane (EBM), and parenchymal basement membrane (PBM), either free, or bound to VEGF, PlGF, sR1, or sR1 and VEGF or PlGF. EBM-bound VEGF in the innermost 25nm of the EBM can bind to endothelial cellsurface VEGFR1, VEGFR2, and NRP1. We assume that, similar to cell-surface receptors, matrix-binding VEGF and PlGF isoforms (VEGF165, VEGF189, and PlGF2) can bind to HSPGs sites and sR1 simultaneously, forming M-L-sR1 complexes, where L represents the ligand (either VEGF or PlGF). Since VEGFR1 can bind to NRP1 and VEGF121 or PlGF1 simultaneously (and we assume also VEGF165b) , and the NRP1 and matrix-binding sites on VEGFR1 overlap, we assume that these ligands can also bind to immobilized sR1, forming L-sR1-M complexes. Thus, complexes including VEGF or PlGF, matrix, and sR1 can form for all ligands, but in different ways (see Figure S1 ). To reflect this, the species in the complexes described within the equations are ordered to show the actual binding partners next to each other. , respectively. To convert the binding rates (kon) into an in vivo context (moles/cm 3 tissue/s for each compartment), the following conversions were applied, using geometric parameters from Table S12, as previously described (1-3):
The resulting kon values are given in Tables S5-S7 .
Abluminal Endothelial Cell Surface -These 31 equations represent molecular species present on the surface of endothelial cells, as summarized in Figure S1E . The binding rates (kon) are given in Table S5 , where kint is the internalization rate, krec4 is the recycling rate from early endosomes (Rab4/5) to the cell surface, and krec11 is the recycling rate from recycling endosomes (Rab11) to the cell surface.
[R1rab45] is the concentration of unoccupied VEGFR1 in early (Rab4/5) endosomes. s is the production rate for free (unoccupied) receptors delivered to the cell surface (#/cm 2 /s, converted), tuned to match experimental measurements of surface receptor densities at steady-state ( Table 2) .
Detailed VEGFR2 Phosphorylation Reactions -Here we show one example equation (unoccupied cell surface VEGFR2 phosphorylated only on tyrosine Y1175) demonstrating the site-specific phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of VEGFR2 on tyrosines 951, 1175, and 1214 ( Figure S1D) . Phosphorylation is assumed to be independent on each site, giving 8 possible combinations: no phosphorylation, pY951 only, pY1175 only, pY1214 only, pY951 and pY1175, pY951 and pY1214, pY1175 and pY1214, and all three sites phosphorylated. VEGFR2 can be phosphorylated in any of these patterns on the cell surface, in early (Rab4/5) endosomes, or in recycling (Rab11) endosomes. The phosphorylation and dephosphorylation rates (Table S11) vary by subcellular location and with ligation, but are assumed to be independent of NRP1-and HSPG-binding. The phosphorylation state of VEGFR2 is assumed not to alter its binding or trafficking properties. We focus here on pY1175 and pY1214 because the parameters for these sites are better constrained than those for pY951. Total phosphorylated VEGFR2 (pR2) is approximated as the sum of all VEGFR2 phosphorylated on at least one site. The full set of equations for phosphorylation of VEGFR2 in all complexes and all locations is omitted for the sake of brevity.
